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And why is it that most people do not have an intellectual interest in a well-constructed natural philosophy? Could it be that there is no tangible reward at the end of the process? Like a child that scoffs at having
to learn Calculus, “What do I have to learn that for, I’ll never use it.”
An unnatural philosophy as provided by religion is rewarding or at least fear suppressing for those that entertain its simple tenets. A natural philosophy that approaches the bullseye of reality strips away
imagined rewards and dictates against the uncontrolled hedonism of technological civilization. Promotion of false ideas and suppression of reality generally serves the consumers of a gradient. “Nationalism”
serves the government and favored corporations while religion serves the metabolism of the church, no matter how small. The “Federal” Reserve takes on the identity of a government agency and thereby evades
the attention of the immune system which would likely destroy it if its true parasitic drain on the economy were known. To foster its continuance it maintains a revolving door system, essentially paying the
immune system to look the other way in return for future employment rewards and even provides the opportunity for well-compensated speeches to disarm potential presidential adversaries. Meanwhile, the
citizenry struggles under greater and greater amounts of debt while their income slips away, perhaps to some overseas sweatshop.
Below are the pages from a pamphlet on Global Warming provided by the local Bible Baptist Church which I found on a bench in front of Wal-Mart. I’m sure the Federal Reserve must provide economists with a
similar pamphlet explaining why resources are infinite and growth is always attainable. When the gradients are gone or even showing signs of failing and the externalities are flogging mankind like a cat-o-nine
tails, there may be a realignment of thought, but I doubt it. They will all defend their patently stupid and malevolent behaviors until the end. Thermodynamics likes stupidity, it provides a maximum return on
investment. The conduits can be discarded after use.

This seems to be Al Gore.

This is the “Young Frankenstein” group of actors including Gene Wilder on the left and Marty Feldman on the right. Abbe Normal.
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65 thoughts on “Are Humans Irrational?”
1.

Apneaman said:
July 1, 2018 at 5:44 pm
That’s fucking brilliant – lmao
Record-breaking temperatures continue to bake the US as 18 states battle July 4th holiday week heat warnings of over 100F
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5906861/Scorching-record-breaking-temperatures-continue-bake-US.html
We are amused.
Reply
gwb said:
July 2, 2018 at 2:03 pm
It’s ghastly hot in the D.C. area.
Reply
james said:
July 3, 2018 at 10:16 am
It’s been in the mid-90s here for a while. Lots and lots of rain. Highest this year so far was 97F. Saw that record highest nightly low was set somewhere in Oman a week or two ago – 109F.
Reply

2.

gwb said:
July 1, 2018 at 6:39 pm
On the first page, I see: “Copyright 2012 by Jack T. Chick, LLC”

Chick Publications must be making a good profit off these pamphlets:
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/27/arts/jack-chick-dead.html
“over 900 million sold”
…and think of all the people who have been saved.
Reply
james said:
July 2, 2018 at 12:01 pm
Think of all the water thrown on their burning fears.
Reply
3.

dolph said:
July 2, 2018 at 2:35 am
I didn’t have religion growing up, but have had to find it recently.
Meanwhile, those who had religion growing up…some of them lose it, right?
Which is worse? Now, you might say, worst of all is having a religion your entire life. But that contradicts the notion that we cannot stand much reality. If we can’t stand reality, then actually having
religion and never questioning is the best of all. Ignorant bliss.
The same for any of the idealogies that people grasp on to…”America”
“capitalism” etc. The Republicans are right. Give people what they want. Who cares about resources, or the arts, or science, or healthcare, or equality, or any of that.
Reply

4.

james said:
July 2, 2018 at 12:00 pm
Churches and religions are basically fear control institutions giving the participant an opportunity to actively beseech their God to eliminate the sources of their fears. Forgiveness is also a feature of these
organizations that promote a moral code among members because the limbic system almost never fails to initiate some immoral act. Some religions will promote a devil which adds to the fear and
reinforces the need for the church and its direct connection to God. It would seem that reason would be an equal palliative against fear, but I don’t think reason always makes it into the limbic system. In
most cases no amount of reasoning will alleviate things like fear of snakes, spider, closed in spaces or heights – or death.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
July 2, 2018 at 6:55 pm
How can reason be a palliative against fear when we live in fearsome conditions on so many levels? Increased reasoning would lead one to be more fearful, not less.
Even in the best of times, human existence is meaningless, yet for humans to be happy they need to feel otherwise.
Reply
james said:
July 3, 2018 at 10:20 am
You can’t use good reasoning. It must be false reasoning. The Universe gives us meaning, present in every one of our cells and the complex structures of our bodies – burn the gradients.
I feel a little fear creeping up.
Reply

5.

Apneaman said:
July 2, 2018 at 5:19 pm
Scientists finally have an explanation for the ‘Gaia puzzle’
“The relevance of our findings to current concerns over climate change has not escaped us. Whatever humans do life will carry on in one way or another. But if we continue to emit greenhouse gasses and
so change the atmosphere, then we risk producing dangerous and potentially runaway climate change. This could eventually stop human civilisation affecting the atmosphere, if only because there will not
be any human civilisation left.
Gaian self-regulation may be very effective. But there is no evidence that it prefers one form of life over another. Countless species have emerged and then disappeared from the Earth over the past 3.7
billion years. We have no reason to think that Homo sapiens are any different in that respect.”
https://theconversation.com/scientists-finally-have-an-explanation-for-the-gaia-puzzle-99153
Reply

6.

dave said:
July 3, 2018 at 8:23 am
crazee hot here in southside virginia.
me and the pigs are suffering.
the chickens don’t seem to care. they just go about their business.
the cats lay in the shade. don’t move if they don’t have to.
the dog, as always, is a happy idiot. who am i to judge?
Reply

7.

dave said:

July 3, 2018 at 8:26 am
humans are completely rational, when viewed through the mpp or mepp lens. they find energy gradients and exploit them. perfectly sensible.
Reply
james said:
July 3, 2018 at 10:14 am
Yes, that’s the way it will be, rational physics, right up to the end of the gradient and/or the species.
Reply
8.

dave said:
July 3, 2018 at 8:36 am
i pray everyday. i usually goes something like this:
dear god, who does not exist
please help me through this day.
for what reason, i don’t know.
since you don’t exist, neither do you.
but the facts remain, i’m hungry, i’m thirsty, i want sex.
i beseech you. please help me.
plus, it’s way too fucking hot.
do something about that.
Reply
james said:
July 3, 2018 at 10:27 am
Reply
james said:
July 3, 2018 at 10:30 am
My prayer goes like this: God, why did you give me Lyme Disease. I’ve been good, I really have. I didn’t do nothin’ wrong. I sure hope those antibiotics work or I’m gonna be really pissed.
Not that it matters much. I’ll burn more gradient for you in the meantime.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
July 3, 2018 at 12:06 pm
Really good. Yours? Want attribution or anonymity?
Reply
dave said:
July 3, 2018 at 4:17 pm
me? mine? yes. sure you can use it and my name, if you want. really not sure if you’re talking to me.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
July 4, 2018 at 1:04 pm
Yes you. Thanks.
Reply

9.

Apneaman said:
July 3, 2018 at 3:14 pm
Red-hot planet: All-time heat records have been set all over the world during the past week
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2018/07/03/hot-planet-all-time-heat-records-have-been-set-all-over-the-world-in-last-week/?utm_term=.13105cb067dd
Reply
james said:
July 4, 2018 at 3:38 pm
100F here now. Happy Hades Day.
Reply

10.

james said:
July 4, 2018 at 3:40 pm
Since we are little more than molecular species on a larger scale (humans as RNA) it can be reasonably concluded that the technological reactions that began, perhaps millions of years ago, will run to
equilibrium, consuming all fuel as long as some net energy can be derived. If there is sufficient mixing of tools (enzymes), fuels, RNA, information (DNA) and related species, then we may expect the
reaction (civilization) to run until all substrate is used and free energy is exhausted. A cancer in a human body would consume all of its substrate and reach equilibrium if it weren’t for the fact that the host

system (person) dies or collapses first. I’m not sure if the ecosystem will fail prior to exhaustion of all fossil and nuclear fuels, but am sure that the human brain, formed in consonance with the laws of
thermodynamics and Maximum Power Principle, will continue to react with fuels in the pursuit of happiness until they are exhausted. There should be quite an overburden of complex artifacts remaining
after the reaction comes to an end unless war destroys most of them. It is yet unknown whether advancing complexity will produce a new tool(s) to deliver an abundance of additional net energy, but at this
juncture, when economies seem to be on the cusp of failure, this seems unlikely.
Some isolated pockets of fuel that don’t enter the reactionary mix may persist as the system reaches a relative equilibrium and the energy stops flowing. Some humans that never entirely left the ecosystem
may survive if their ecosystem survives.
In the meantime everyone wants more infrastructure and metabolic growth. Infrastructure growth used to lead to metabolic growth as when new roads are built into pristine territory to extract resources,
new cells are built and new circulations begin as many resources are used within and others exported from the exploited area. But most areas have been tapped or stripped of their resources and metabolites
which have been incorporated into the growing industrial corpus or converted to kinetic energy and waste heat. From now on, overall world-wide, existing, functional technological cells will begin to feel
the stresses of inadequate nutrition and begin to fail. Many of the cells depend upon a resource stipend in the form of human RNA wages to continue functioning and continue having access to essential
metabolites. As most human RNA workers continue to experience a downward pressure on wages or lack any wages at all, it will be impossible to support the population of domestic cells (homes). The
economies of scale of major utilities and distribution systems depend upon their target cells being able to support them. This relationship will break-down over time as income derived from the cells falls
due to debt and and rising prices in general which will detract from what can be paid for utilities and other services and products. The substitution of AI and machines for humans in industrial business will
only exacerbate the situation as they will directly extinguish wages for many humans and do not require domestic cells (homes) to live in. If robots replace humans in technological cells, the efficiencies
realized by eliminating humans and their wages will in turn make the robots obsolete. Unlike the mechanization of the seventeenth century where machines like looms eliminated many jobs, the massive
gradients and growth assured new occupations for the humans as complexity increased. In a time of falling net energy there will be a very large net loss of jobs, dying cells and bankrupt businesses that
rely upon economies of scale.
Reply
11.

dave said:
July 6, 2018 at 7:28 am
life: hacks, patches, add-ons, work arounds. not bad for a few billion years of existing in a gradient and passing on various forms of often corrupted information. i guess.
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1014267515696922624.html
Reply
james said:
July 6, 2018 at 10:28 am
Except that the information that results in behavioral corruption is highly refined after many millions of years of successful lying, cheating and stealing. That’s a good article and I didn’t know about
the filling-in during the saccade movements. Even as I look at this computer screen the brain makes an estimation based on memory of the world around me. It seems real, but it’s more or less an
imagined space that my body can move into in the analog mind before my real body makes a move.
Reply

12.

james said:
July 6, 2018 at 10:59 am
Liked this article about the rich seeking advice.
https://medium.com/s/futurehuman/survival-of-the-richest-9ef6cddd0cc1
Trying to thwart the thermodynamic propensity to eliminate the gradient is difficult or impossible. If these billionaires survived, they would come out of their bunkers and burn any remaining gradient
fighting over who would be king.
Reply
Apneaman said:
July 6, 2018 at 2:08 pm
All their money and power has done nothing to quell their angst. They live in constant fear.
Collapse means fragmentation. Things get simpler and local. For the transnational corporate overlords this spells their demise. What good are all those 1’s & 0’s when the global internet connected
world fragments?
People know the vulnerabilities of the techno world and have been attacking it regularly for some time now.
Google: ‘sabotage fiber optic cable’ and you will see no shortage of stories of sabotage.
Not enough to bring down the entire system, but it costs. Now imagine when great numbers of the excluded plebs are furious and willing to physically rage against the machine. Electrical
transmission towers can be taken down with only hand tools and muscle powered rigging devices (mechanical advantage).
I’m guessing enough people of various factions, some existing and some soon to be born, are eventually going to adopt the ‘take it down’ mentality and cause much disruption and expense to our
owners.
Oppression has been birthing these types of radical individuals and groups since the dawn of civilization.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0BpfwazhUA
Reply

13.

Apneaman said:
July 6, 2018 at 1:26 pm
Old miserable grumpy Dave Cohen has been writing again.
http://www.declineoftheempire.com/2018/06/explaining-the-situation-in-the-united-states.html
Reply
james said:
July 7, 2018 at 11:35 am
Same old Dave, but he does make some good arguments. Here are some replies pasted by Dave. Do you dare enter the dragon’s den?
@Jeremy M

Re: The Bell Curve, why feminism is keeping you from getting dates, and how human societies follow the hierarchy of lobsters
I don’t subscribe to any of that nonsense. Therefore, you are putting words in mouth, projecting your own prejudices onto me, and doing so is primitive in the sense I meant it in this post. So you are
just another totally unaware monkey, which doesn’t make you stand out in any way because there 7.5 billions unaware assholes just like you here on Earth.
— Dave
Posted by: Dave Cohen | 06/30/2018 at 09:47 PM
Dave Cohen
And, by the way —
If anybody reading this thinks there’s any civility left in the United States, get over it. There isn’t any.
And there’s no point in trying to maintain (sigh) a “higher standard” of behavior blah blah blah.
Really, just accept the fact that, as I’ve always maintained, that humans are self-defeating fuck-ups. Always have been and always will be.
Good luck to you civilized people.
— Dave
Posted by: Dave Cohen | 06/30/2018 at 10:50 PM
Reply
dave said:
July 7, 2018 at 11:41 am
gotta love it (him). i guess.
Reply
14.

Apneaman said:
July 6, 2018 at 5:08 pm
William Rees: Cognitive Blindspot; The Road To Extinction
“In this segment, Dr. William Rees discusses the neuro-biological, cognitive and cultural barriers to sustainability, including human’s well-developed capacity for self-delusion.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIHPmJyBOAY
Reply
james said:
July 7, 2018 at 11:55 am
Good video. I wonder how many people in this backdrop are prototypical humans?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vumZ6Sb76Ho
Reply
dave said:
July 7, 2018 at 3:20 pm
it’s all a fucking kludge.
Reply

15.

james said:
July 7, 2018 at 11:58 am
I was just thinking that dissipatives generally follow an innate guidance which encourages them to obtain the greatest amount of nourishment or wealth with the least expenditure of energy and least
amount of risk. Food, drugs, guns, women, solar panels, medicines, gold, farming tools, livestock. Hard work is generally what the slave does to get nourishment while feeding the ease of the less ethical
classes. Most American are debt slaves.
I suppose the first rule is that the government may confiscate obvious wealth to distribute to those that would otherwise riot and cause chaos. Martial law and severe penalties for breaking the law may be
imposed. Nationalism will be encouraged until most figure nationalism works best for some minority and not themselves. Whereas money can now be exchanged for a warehouse full of beans and bullets,
if money becomes digital, every transaction will be monitored and limits will be set on the purchase of essentials.
Once it is impossible for government to provide a minimum for the masses, unrestrained stealing and violence erupts.
Anything obvious, acquired easily and unprotected will be taken first.
The dissipative may try to encourage sharing at first and try to convince you that you have a common interest and if you refuse, you are placed in a different “tribe” and are therefore ripe for elimination.
Sharing is great, but if it becomes known you have an excess, like ants on a chemical trail, many will show-up at your door. Sharing is great but you don’t want to fall below your own minimum
nourishment requirements.
The dissipative may still try to steal your cache by stealth, force and violence if they’ve calculated that it’s inadequately protected.
Groups of around fifty or family members may be able to work together to survive, but groups larger than this will eventually break down from internal strife and competition.
Once food becomes scarce, many humans will begin a roaming and searching behavior for nourishment and those that seem to be hiding something (because they aren’t roaming) may be confronted for a
share of the food. Some will try to cross national borders to find more food and better opportunities for survival.
Reply

16.

james said:
July 8, 2018 at 10:25 am
I was just watching some of the rescue efforts of the Thai kids in the cave. Great effort. Sometimes it seems that civilization has worked its way into the same position in the cave and the water is rising. I
not counting on a Seal team of some sort to pull us out, although that would be nice.

Reply
17.

Apneaman said:
July 8, 2018 at 11:30 am
“Parts of western Japan hit by deadly floods and landslides are facing unprecedented danger as more downpours are expected, officials warn.
“We’ve never experienced this kind of rain before,” a weather official said.
More than 60 people are dead and dozens missing after record rainfall caused rivers to burst their banks in Hiroshima and other areas.
Two million people have been ordered to evacuate. PM Shinzo Abe said rescuers were “working against time”.
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-44756369
2,000,000 people is major.
Do the math for this one event. Infrastructure damage on all levels. The costs of the rescue efforts are enormous as no expense is spared. This will not always be the case. One day the rescue seal team will
only consist of a few local authorities and the kindness of neighbors.
Reply
james said:
July 9, 2018 at 1:18 pm
Garrett talks about the damages which will interfere with the conduits capacity for using the gradient. In some cases the conduits may get knocked down as fast as they’re rebuilt, if they’re rebuilt.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2018/07/04/houston-flooding-heavy-rain/758075002/
No way out? asks Garrett (2012)
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/26963530.pdf
If humans developed fusion they would only proceed further into the cave.
Dave Cohen’s latest: “Writing this blog stresses me out for no good reason. I’m not accomplishing anything here, and my flatland model tells us that, in principle, I can not accomplish anything here
(and neither can anybody else writing about human nature).” http://www.declineoftheempire.com/
He does have a point there. I was watching people going into Wal-Mart and other shops, parking precisely between the painted-on lines like well-trained animals, and have concluded they have no
idea what they’re doing or why. They’re mostly unaware.
Reply

18.

james said:
July 10, 2018 at 9:19 am
Humans are much like all other dissipatives are in a constant struggle to stoke the dopamine engine while accumulating a surplus (fat) to burn when opportunities fade. There is a struggle for income and
ownership of a greater share of resources. This hierarchical in-fighting for resources is generally called “politics” and a substantial amount of energy is exhausted fighting over the fractional division of the
wealth. At this point in the evolution of civilization a zero-sum situation is arising where one person’s gain is another person’s loss. Not everyone can be satisfied with an increase of wealth and one group
must be suppressed while being fed upon by the other group. Those with political power and the lobbyists to arrange it will divert as much wealth towards themselves as possible while making sure that no
coordinated opposition can arise from the much larger population of disadvantaged.
The advantaged can pay a small number of enforcers to maintain the status quo for a while, but as conditions worsen the threat of violence or incarceration is no longer enough to equal the threat of
starvation and absolute poverty. The advantaged will put in place measures like advanced monitoring of the population, police intimidation, mass incarceration, gun control, propaganda, social credit
scores, and an endless parade of lying politicians to try and control the segment of the population getting the short end of the stick.
Eventually, after some violence, the house is cleaned and new individuals and groups establish themselves to try and take advantage of others while promoting the ideals of brotherhood, patriotism, equity
and freedom for all. An endless loop of monkey politics with the unethical and greedy ascending to the positions of power they so dearly covet.
Now that Peterson has some financial security he’s become a sycophant to the wealthy like Pinker. Suddenly his limbic system says he should convince the less fortunate that things are really great, to be
satisfied with all of the great progress that has been made. Listen from about 4:15.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Li2J4GxZ6iM
Reply
Apneaman said:
July 10, 2018 at 2:24 pm
“… ecological progress around the world”
My youngest nephew (23) was asking me what I thought of Peterson. A few of his buddies are among the newly converted.
I told him Peterson is just another hope pimp and political idealist.. a fucking retard.
Conservatives alway attack progressives as naive idealists and they’re correct on many counts. Nationalism, racial supremacy, ‘Christian values’, etc are also naive Utopian ideals of a different
flavor.
Reply

19.

dave said:
July 11, 2018 at 8:21 am
i’ve always been on the outside looking in.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1008&v=rStL7niR7gs
Reply
james said:
July 11, 2018 at 9:34 am
The Department of Defense and the bankers have some big ass keys and the rest of us are locked in debt slavery.

Reply
20.

james said:
July 11, 2018 at 9:36 am
Humans are very successful at eliminating the fossil fuel and ecological gradient by moving ever more fuel into the expanding population of cells that are never at a loss to achieving new levels of
complexity. Numerous laws and regulations organize the system to achieve maximal distribution and elimination of resources. Most adult human (RNA) work in cells creating additional tools and product
much of which will be used in acquiring more fuels, distribution infrastructure, information manipulating tools (computers) or simply for the copious release of dopamine and opioids in the brain. Children
are sent to school to learn how to manipulate information and build an analog mind which will support functioning in the cells, or in short, how to be an RNA. Somehow humans think this activity is quite
unique, a gift from the Gods, and that their special dispensation of good luck will last forever.
That humans endure this type of domestication or should I say “cellularization” so willingly is a bit surprising. But, just as humans have dabbled in rapid evolution to create quite variety of dogs, evolution
has dabbled with the raw human to create something that can perform its function in a cell, notwithstanding Attention Deficit Disorder or the desire to escape the cell and go fishing or hunting, but even
these are now enabled by tools produced in the cells.
I can’t yet figure out the human need for stuff. Most organisms do extremely well without ever owning anything. But the production of the technological cells often cannot be directly trundled off to the
dump. Instead it accumulates in the domestic cells and storage vacuoles and awaits demolishment by other means. The reward circuits that would usually activate in the search for water, food and sex have
now been hijacked to include objects that may confer status like iphones or things that make the kinetic movement from burning fossil fuels more fun like All Terrain Vehicles or speedboats.
Conversion of the gradients means lots of carbon that was in the ground is now in the air and poised to make things a hell of a lot more difficult in the future, if not simplifying the ecosystem beyond
recognition (already in process) but I’m going to stick with the amazing polymaths of Pinker and Peterson and agree that this is progress and things are only going to get better or as the song says “the
future’s so bright, I’ve gotta wear shades”, and buy some potassium iodide and create a survival bunker and move to Antarctica.
Our greatest university nitwits and multi-billion dollar intelligence services and lump-in the Defense Department can’t seem to figure all of this out, or perhaps they can and simply want to protect your
delicate sensibilities while they reap their rewards under the veil of normalcy.
Reply

21.

dave said:
July 11, 2018 at 7:11 pm
“To change ‘it was’ into ‘thus I willed it’—that alone shall I call redemption.” Nietzsche, thus spoke zarthustra
i’d like to go back in time and console Nietzsche on his death bed. tell him something like: the spirochetes’ will has been done. they are redeemed. they are eating your brain. how’s that working out for
you?
none of us have a will. the will works through us. we don’t live a life. life lives us.
god is dead. Nietzsche was confused.
and so on.
Reply
james said:
July 12, 2018 at 9:57 am
We’re all physical manifestations of the release of energy from gradients. If your movement or behavior results in gradient reduction, you get to hang around and reproduce (also not your will) but
probably just a matter of how your brain is configured. The Universe must be upset with life always adding another gradient level of organic beings, never able to finally release the energy contained
in their tissues. The populations cycle up and down, but resolution never comes. Gives us something to eat I guess, for a while, but unrestrained cancers tend not to play by the rules.
“All beings so far have created something beyond themselves; and do you want to be the ebb of this great flood and even go back to the beasts rather than overcome man? What is the ape to man? A
laughingstock or a painful embarrassment. And man shall be just that for the overman: a laughingstock or a painful embarrassment. You have made your way from worm to man, and much in you is
still worm. Once you were apes, and even now, too, man is more ape than any ape.” Nietzsche – Zarathustra
We are no different from the worm, a gradient reducer and also gradient. But when mankind uses technology to protect himself from reduction, he becomes a cancer. Now that’s an embarrassment.
I am a delicious gradient for my own Borrelia burgdorferi spirochetes and am sure my immune system is trying to kill them along with my antibiotic supplements. Life goes on, gradient reducing
gradient.
Reply

22.

james said:
July 14, 2018 at 9:53 am
A few economic speculations.
Undoubtedly as we progress along our gradient reducing trajectory we will reach a point where net energy production goes into exponential decline. This can happen even when gross energy supply is
growing. At the same time debt can increase exponentially as it takes something like three or four dollars of debt to create one dollar worth of GDP. GDP and net energy usage are highly correlated. Ideally,
and in a high EROEI world, one dollar of debt would produce two or three or five dollars of GDP. The divergence between debt and net energy/GDP should eventually resolve itself in a massive
inflationary event for some categories of items (i.e. gasoline too expensive for most of the economy) and deflation for others (houses abandoned for lack of income to pay for utilities and debt service).
At some point a GDP in contraction will be unable to pay the interest on a ballooning debt which may have been leveraged against underlying collateral 100:1. In addition, the collateral is being burned
daily (fossil fuels) and much of the underlying collateral was likely fictitious in the first place. Much of the collateral will become worthless (no longer functional in the gradient reduction effort) as it is
abandoned in a contracting economy. A portfolio of hypothetical shopping mall real estate properties is probably only worth a fraction of its previous value compared to just a decade ago. This type of
deflation will happen to much broader areas of the economy. As net energy continues to fall we will still have the benefit of infrastructure built during high EROEI “good times”, but this infrastructure will
never be rebuilt and much will not be maintained as net energy continues to fall and remaining flows are preferentially diverted to well-connected individuals, corporations and government agencies.
How do you have an orderly retreat or contraction when any retreat means a rush to the exits and a subsequent unwillingness to lend assets for investment in losing ventures. (low EROEI). Would you be
willing to lend one dollar today so you could get twenty-five cents in the future? Perhaps only in the oil fracking business. The body is consuming itself, or soon will be to keep the heart (transportation
distribution system) pumping.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
July 14, 2018 at 7:12 pm
Blood pressure is dropping.
Our local paper (published in our town, printed not-sure-where , circulation 5,500) is delivered via the U.S.Mail. Used to arrive on Thursday (the date of the edition). It just started coming on Friday
due to USMail cutbacks in service (according to the paper itself).
Went to the hardware store and they did not have 3 out of the 4 common items we came for.

Re: “losing ventures”… Has anyone brought up the “Fifth Law” here?
“No device can generate energy in excess of the total energy put into constructing it”.
https://the-fifth-law.com/
Might it not ultimately apply, also, to biological “engines”?
Would be interested to hear your take.
Reply
Apneaman said:
July 15, 2018 at 4:35 pm
Hi Lidia. I have seen that 5th law site before, but have not seen much else about it.
There’s this
A systemic perspective on life
By Torbjörn Rydberg
https://prosperouswaydown.com/rydberg-systems-thinking/#more-8067
Reply
james said:
July 16, 2018 at 9:59 am
Devices don’t produce energy but can channel it. I’m sure a turbine in a power plant channels much more energy than the amount of energy that was used to make it. The total energy output of
civilization is insufficient to rebuild civilization because of losses and inefficiencies along the way. The energy flow-through is usually just a fraction of the total embedded energy.
Reply
EnergyAudit said:
July 17, 2018 at 7:30 am
“I’m sure a turbine in a power plant channels much more energy than the amount of energy that was used to make it”
Not only you, but the whole world is thinking so. Until 2017!
Humans can NOT manufacture Energy. It has to come from the past into the future.
As all energy reserves on Earth were originally solar energy, captured by organic organisms, no better in efficiency, capturing that energy, than <=2% of the total solar energy arrived
from the Sun, no human-run processes can be more efficient than that <=2% threshold, too.
That includes whatever humans build of energy-producing devices, whether gas turbines, solar, wind, nuclear and all others!
You can see the mountains of worn-out non-salvageable machinery, energy devices and plastics in junkyards all over the world – that became useless wastes due to wear and tear internal
to matter.
Reply
james said:
July 17, 2018 at 12:43 pm
Plant life captures a small percentage of electromagnetic radiation and converts it into chemical bonds. The organisms that feed upon the plants (the next gradient in line) are not
limited to 2% capture and conversion. Some devices like the turbine can just sit there with their resilient titanium blades spinning and be fed massive amounts of energy which
dwarf the energy of their production.
“It has to come from the past into the future.” In a way, the releasing of potential energy through movement is time. Anyway, I always like thinking about thermodynamics and
how it fits into the bigger picture.
Reply
EnergyAudit said:
July 18, 2018 at 5:30 am
“…their resilient titanium blades spinning and be fed massive amounts of energy which dwarf the energy of their production”
You think so, and that because current abundance of fossil fuels supplies put on the market traded cheaper than bottled water, since the steam engine.
Without fossil fuels and the current industrial base built with it, you would take 4+ centuries growing woods and charcoal for mining and re-tooling necessary for turbine
fabrication.
Once built, if at all, the energy it produces will never pay off a 4 centuries-worth of the solar energy fallen on all that biomass, including what has sustained humans and
infrastructure, in the process.
Energy always comes from the past into the future.
Reply
Respect Silence said:
August 3, 2018 at 5:28 am
Wind turbines are the most hypocritical form of industrial chattel, claiming to be green while mostly contributing ugliness, noise and death to the planet.
Their CO2 reductions have proved minimal, starting with the fossil fuels used in construction.
Even when functioning, these towering, sprawling “farms” look like boneyards. Nothing else is as widely visible now in rural areas. Very disheartening.
Reply
23.

james said:

July 16, 2018 at 10:02 am
More speculation.
If the flow of energy and resources are curtailed to such an extent that metabolism is dampened, then the entire interconnected system risks collapse. Systems that haven’t been disciplined into a mature
size and pattern by long interactions with their sources of energy will tend to grow to the maximum extent allowed by available energy, like bacteria in a petri dish, cancer cells or human civilization. In the
case of animals, the cells had to cohere to form specialized systems and organs for reducing other living gradients (animals). Those organisms that have to provision excess, superfluous cells during times
of famine are eliminated through starvation in favor of those more streamlined and specialized in feeding from one or more gradients.
Human civilization is not streamlined to function and reproduce within the limits of an ecosystem. Instead, through the use of its rapidly evolving tools, it attacks all useful gradients that can contribute to
the maintenance and growth of its oversized corpus. Since its sources of fossil energy are very concentrated in terms of net energy, they provided the power necessary for rapid growth without any set aside
for long-term maintenance. Since civilization in its present form must provide organic food for its RNA and fossil energy for its technological cells and components and organic food has been reproducible,
year-over-year, it may be that humans have come to believe that fossil fuels will always show-up like a new crop in the field.
The discipline is already occurring in the form of higher cancer rates, genetic damage, unbreathable air, polluted water, Fukushima, typhoon Haiyan, wildfires, acidification of the oceans and so on. But
perhaps the greatest discipline will come from the realization that fossil fuels and natural gradients like soil and forests are finite. This discipline will take the form of starvation for both the biological and
technological components of civilization. There will be massive technological, cellular die-off as more and more money must be thrown at the development of uneconomical energy projects resulting in an
inflation of overall costs society-wide for the human RNA. In other words it becomes too expensive to feed and maintain the massive body of civilization, growth ceases and decay sets-in. Eventually the
distribution lines run dry, food becomes unavailable and a harsh discipline begins in earnest. Even now, many people are short on food just to be able to keep the electric and water utilities flowing, pay
massive auto and home loans, service the medical industry and keep gasoline in the car to carry them to work. It seems likely, as soon as further growth is seen as impossible, that the banking/financial
system will collapse. Existing loans will become unpayable in a continuously contracting economy but people will ramp up the debt in a desperate attempt to maintain homeostasis in their lives until it
becomes obvious that growth will never occur again and the loans will never be repaid.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
July 16, 2018 at 3:29 pm
Yep. It’s amazing to me people don’t see the process you are describing.
“…civilization in its present form must provide organic food for its RNA…” made me think of this image I saw recently:
[img]https://i.chzbgr.com/full/7112568832/h286F38CE/[/img]
(in case the image doesn’t show up, it’s a bag of what looks like shredded cheese, however it is instead a “topping” product “not formulated to melt”!!) At least when they adulterated bread with
sawdust it was still chemically organic. Who knows with this stuff…
It has been widely stated that it currently takes 10 fossil-fuel calories to produce 1 calorie of food in the commercial system. An assumption I’d make from that is the food system will be hit harder
than areas like transportation or heating (where the fuel is used more directly).
Reply
james said:
July 16, 2018 at 5:36 pm
“Pasteurized Process Topping”. That sort of describes a lot of the people I see at Wal-Mart. The human population has been leveraged-up quite nicely with fossil fuels. Falling back below
baseline is really going to hurt.
Reply
24.

dave said:
July 17, 2018 at 9:15 am
yeah, not sure what to say about energy “producing” devices. maybe i need to read the articles. but the terminology is throwing me off. when you get right down to the nitty gritty, nothing “produces”
(usable) energy. (usable) energy exists as a potential, hot to cold, high to low, heavy to light, fast to slow, that type of thing.
anyhoo, we make all kinds of things that convert one form of energy (potential) to another, gravity to electrical, chemical to kinetic, etc. but nothing we do “produces” energy.
also, things like embedded energy and eroei are notoriously hard to calculate.
maybe it’s just the terminology…
Reply

25.

Apneaman said:
July 17, 2018 at 2:40 pm
From oilslick to tyranny
A prosperous society is an orderly society.
People with full bellies, stable homes and secure employment do not allow themselves to be involved in civil disorder.
Unfortunately we are living on borrowed money in a bankrupt society. When our debts catch up with us, society will collapse, violent disorder will ensue and martial law will be inevitable. Before our era
of fossil fuels, despotic rule was the norm and democracies did not exist; we are going to return to that era.
https://medium.com/@End_of_More/from-oilslick-to-tyranny-b2da78c7a196
Reply
gwb said:
July 17, 2018 at 10:01 pm
I like Norman Pagett’s writings on Medium, and would like to purchase his book (The End of More), but Norman informed me that it’s available only on Amazon — and I try to do as little business
with Amazon as possible. There probably isn’t much in it that the regulars on James’ blog don’t already know about. Purchasing it would basically be a case of confirmation bias, sort of like Trump
voters watching Fox News, but we’re different — we are all members of the “reality-based community”…
Reply
James said:
August 4, 2018 at 1:30 am
Padgett has a good grip on the situation. Once you begin to think in terms of thermodynamics and see how humans have been shaped by evolution and the Maximum Power Principle, all of
our deviations from a survivable trajectory make more sense. You should buy a copy of Hans Rosling’s “Factfulness” and measure the reaction as it mixes with the caustic doom of

Megacancer.
Reply
26.

Apneaman said:
July 17, 2018 at 2:58 pm
One of the better reddit AMA’s. I love how Smil repeatedly crushes the techno utopians hopes.
“Could technology reverse the effects of climate change? I am Vaclav Smil, and I’ve written 40 books and nearly 500 papers about the future of energy and the environment. Ask Me Anything!”
https://www.reddit.com/r/Futurology/comments/8zldjq/could_technology_reverse_the_effects_of_climate/
Reply
James said:
August 4, 2018 at 1:06 am
Forty books and five-hundred papers? Pretty impressive. I’ve written zero books and published zero papers and think my mental models are just a tad bit more realistic and advanced. Bill Gates?
Pfffff. He’s in deep denial with Peterson, Pinker and Hans Rosling (deceased). He ought to read a little Megacancer, the shock therapy would do him some good.
Reply

27.

gwb said:
August 3, 2018 at 10:00 am
Glad to see that your site is back up. The Deep State must be giving you a hard time because of all the fake news you’re spreading…
Reply
James said:
August 4, 2018 at 12:25 am
They probably don’t understand what I’m saying, being so full of evangelical fervor and the like. I just didn’t want to fork over the sixty bucks, but I got bored.
Reply

28.

Apneaman said:
August 3, 2018 at 8:46 pm
was megacancer.com in a coma?
No worries. You didn’t miss much, just more of the same. More bullshit, births, lying, trump, denial, lying, heat waves, lying, wildfires, lying, floods, lying and lying.
Reply
james said:
August 4, 2018 at 2:23 am
The bloody flux of thermodynamics amongst the dissipatives.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
August 5, 2018 at 11:07 pm
More NPR shrieking “Russia,Russia,Russia” through clenched teeth.
Reply
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